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Voltage Determination.—The voltage and current per wire
must now be determined. They are principally dependent upon
the substation input and distance of transmission.
In deciding upon the proper voltage for the transmission line
as well as in selecting electrical equipment it is necessary to take
into consideration the standards established by the manufacturers.
Primary substation voltages have been standardized as follows:
11,000,19,100, 33,000, 66,000, and 120,000 volts. The two lower
potentials are most often used with "delta77 connections while
voltages of 33,000 and 66,000 are usually obtained with "star"
connected transformers. It should be noted that the three lower
voltages bear the ratio of *\/3 to one another, thus permitting the
next higher standard voltage to be obtained by changing connec-
tions of transformers from "delta77 to "star.77 For a rough
selection of the voltage to be first used for calculation, 1000
volts per mile of transmission are often used. As local condi-
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fig. 60.-—Vector diagram for transmission line regulation unity
power factor.
tions enter into the problem to a marked degree, and since it is
almost impossible to express intelligently in equation form all the
factors entering into the selection of the proper voltage from the
standpoint of regulation, first cost, and economical operation, it
seems advisable to select two of the nearest standard voltages by
the above rule and compare the resulting calculated data of the
two cases before finally determining upon the best operating
voltage.
Regulation.—The transmission line calculations are usually
based upon the combined substation inputs supplied by a single
line at full rated load although, if the number of substations be
large, it may be found from a study of their load curves that their
maximum loads do not occur simultaneously and that the total
demand on the transmission line may be considerably below the
summation of the substation ratings. The rated output of the
substation transformers was found in Chap. XIV, Eq. (87). The
input to the station may be obtained from the above by dividing

